A generalized cycle is a digraph whose set of vertices is partitioned in several parts that are cyclically ordered in such a way that the vertices in one part are adjacent only to vertices in the next part. The problems considered in this paper are:
Introduction
Graphs have been usually considered as models for interconnection networks. The switching elements or processors are represented by the vertices and the edges represent the communication links. Directed graphs, called digraphs for short, are used when the links are unidirectional. In this work, we are concerned in directed graphs only.
We de ne next some graph concepts and present the notation we are going to use in this paper.
A digraph G = (V; A) consists of a set V of vertices and a set A of ordered pairs of vertices called arcs. The arcs in the form (x; x) are called loops. The cardinality of V is called the order of the digraph. If (x; y) is an arc, it is said that x is adjacent to y and that y is adjacent from x. The A path of length h from a vertex x to a vertex y is a sequence of vertices x = x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x h?1 ; x h = y where (x i ; x i+1 ) is an arc. A digraph G is strongly connected if for any pair of vertices x, y, there exists a path from x to y. The length of a shortest path from x to y is the distance from x to y and is denoted by d(x; y). Its When A = fxg we just write ? + (x). Observe that y 2 ? + (x) if and only if there is a path of length`from x to y.
The basic requirements in the design of interconnection networks result in the need of nding graphs and digraphs with large order, bounded degree and small diameter 2] . Two optimization problems arise from this fact:
1. Find graphs and digraphs with given maximum (out)-degree and diameter that have large order. 2. Find graphs and digraphs with given order and maximum (out)-degree that have small diameter.
Both problems have been widely considered. See 3] for a complete survey of recent results about large undirected graphs with xed degree and diameter. The case of bipartite graphs has been also considered 5]. The de Bruijn 6] and Kautz 13] 14, 11, 7] , and the generalized Kautz digraphs or Imase-Itoh digraphs, GK(d; n) 12] , are minimum or quasi-minimum for their degree and order. We recall the de nitions and some properties of generalized de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs in Section 3.
Fiol and Yebra 9] introduced a family of bipartite digraphs, the bipartite digraphs BD(d; n), with minimum or quasi-minimum diameter. 8, 9] . In fact, the line digraph technique is a good general method to obtain large digraphs with xed degree and diameter.
We recall here the de nition and some properties of line digraphs. See, for example, 10] for proofs and more information.
In the line digraph LG of a digraph G each vertex represents an arc of G, that is, V (LG) = fuv j (u; v) 2 A(G)g. A vertex uv is adjacent to a vertex wz if v = w, that is, whenever the arc (u; v) of G is adjacent to the arc (w; z). If the out-degree and the in-degree of any vertex of G are di erent from zero, the maximum and minimum out and in-degrees of LG are equal to those of G. Therefore, if G is d-regular with order n, then LG is d-regular and has order dn. If G is a strongly connected digraph di erent from a directed cycle, then the diameter of LG is the diameter of G plus one. The iteration of the line digraph operation is a good method to obtain large digraphs with xed degree and diameter. If G is d-regular with d > 1, has diameter D and order n, then L k G is d-regular, has diameter D + k and order d k n, that is, the order increases in an asymptotically optimal way in relation to the diameter.
The purpose of this paper is to present solutions to the above-mentioned optimization problems for a special kind of digraphs: the generalized cycles.
A generalized p-cycle is a digraph G such that its set of vertices can be partitioned in p parts,
in such a way that the vertices in the partite set V are only adjacent to vertices in V +1 , where the sum is in Z p . If G is strongly connected, ? + (V ) = V +1 . Observe that bipartite digraphs are generalized p-cycles with p = 2. Let G be a generalized p-cycle with V = V 0 V 1 V p?1 . The maximum out-degree among the vertices in V will be denoted by d . We consider = (G) = (d 0 ; d 1 ; : : : ; d p?1 ), the sequence of maximum out-degrees of G. The sequence of orders of G is N = N(G) = (n 0 ; n 1 ; : : : n p?1 ), where n is the cardinality of the partite set V . The problems we consider in this paper are:
1. To nd generalized p-cycles with large order for given values of the diameter D and the sequence of maximum out-degrees . 2. To nd generalized p-cycles with given sequence of orders N and sequence of maximum out-degrees that have small diameter We present some solutions to these problems that are a generalization of the above-mentioned families of solutions for the cases p = 1 (general digraphs) and p = 2 (bipartite digraphs).
To take di erent maximum out-degrees for each partite set is not a useless generalization. Bipartite digraphs with di erent out-degrees in each part are used in 4] to construct large directed hypergraphs.
In Section 2 we nd a bound for the order of a generalized cycle with given sequence of maximum out-degrees and diameter D. We prove next that this bound can only be attained for small values of the diameter if d 2 for some . A bound for the diameter of a generalized cycle with given N and is also given.
The regular case, that is d = d for any 2 Z p , is considered in Sections 3 and 4. We present in Section 3 families of regular generalized cycles with minimum or quasi-minimum diameter. These families are constructed from the generalized de Bruijn and Kautz digraphs. A family of regular generalized cycles that have large order for their degree and diameter is constructed in Section 4. The orders of the generalized cycles in this family attain the bound given in Section 2 whenever it is possible. For greater values of the diameter, their orders are very close to the bound. These generalized cycles are iterated line digraphs and, in fact, they can be seen as a generalization of Kautz digraphs.
The general case is considered in Sections 5 and 6 with similar results.
The bounds
The aim of this section is to present the bounds related to the optimization problems we are considering.
The following proposition is a characterization of generalized p-cycles that is easily proved. From now on, we are going to consider only the case b > 1. The diameter of a generalized p-cycle with b > 1 is at least p. The line digraph technique is a good method to construct large generalized cycles, as it is for general and bipartite digraphs. LG is a generalized p-cycle and the partition of its set of vertices is given by
where the vertices in V 0 represent the arcs of G that go from V ?1 to V . It is not di cult to check that the sequences of maximum out-degrees of G and
LG are the same. In order to nd a generalized p-cycle attaining the bound M GC (p; d; 2p?1) for p even, we are going to present a new way of constructing generalized cycles that generalizes the construction of C p G from G. Let Besides, for any n, the diameter of the generalized cycle KGC(p; d; n) is at most D GC min (p; d; n) + 1. In e ect, it is not di cult to see from Proposition 4.4 that the diameter of KGC(p; d; n) is lesser than or equal to the diameter of BGC(p; d; n).
These families of generalized cycles contain the families of digraphs that were proposed as solutions to the problems we are considering in the cases p = 1 (general digraphs) and p = 2 (bipartite digraphs). Actually, BGC ( The integer d x + t appears twice in the de nition of the isomorphism, but with di erent meanings. It is an element of Z n +1 in the left side and it is an element of Z n 0 +1 in the right side. Even though this fact, the mapping is well de ned because d (x + n ) + t d x + t (mod n 0 +1 ). Any integer y, 0 y n 0 +1 can be written in an unique way as d x + t with 0 x n and 0 t d . Therefore, the mapping we are considering is bijective. It is not di cult to check that it preserves the adjacencies. 2 6 Generalized cycles with large order 
